
Use Case

Parental Control Service for Ukrainian Mobile 
Service Provider



One of the four largest Ukrainian mobile service providers, 
InterTelecom, has significantly improved user experience with the 
deployment of the SafeDNS parental control platform. 

LOCATION

Ukraine

CHALLENGE

To replace an unsatisfactory content filtering system with an efficient


solution to offer CDMA users a parental control service.

SOLUTION

SafeDNS parental control platform 

IMPACT 

Decreased number of end users' complaints and improved user 
experience.

Founded in 2001, InterTelecom has become a national 3G operator in
Ukraine providing mobile and fixed connection with CDMA technology.


InterTelecom's network covers Ukraine's populated areas with over
85% of the country's population. The company is one of the four 
largest mobile service providers in Ukraine.

ORGANIZATION OVERVIEW



PROBLEM
What to replace an ineffective and slow parental control system with?



Before contacting SafeDNS, this network operator experienced some issues with a content filtering


system previously deployed to provide its CDMA users with parental control.


The mobile service provider was not quite satisfied with the system due to it being slow and causing


many end users' complaints. That was why InterTelecom sought to replace it.

SOLUTION
The SafeDNS stand-alone solution for filtering theinternet proved to be tailored exactly to the
operator's needs



Out of the SafeDNS range of solutions for mobile andinternet service providers InterTelecom chose the


company's DNS-based software platform for contentfiltering and parental control. Installed on a


dedicated server, the solution integratedseamlessly into the operator's infrastructure.


The implementation process was carried out in twostages. During the first one the platform was deployed 
on InterTelecom's network to launch theparental control service on a fixed number of categories defined 
by the operator.


On the second stage the SafeDNS parental control platform via its open API was integrated with
InterTelecom's portal and its accounting system. As aresult, all service users were able to manage the
filtering settings by themselves – the contentcategories, their Allow- & Denylists etc.

RESULT
The SafeDNS content filtering platform offered awonderful tool to make the internet cleaner and
safer for kids and adults



Once the SafeDNS platform was fully deployed, the provider's CDMA users enjoyed an efficient parental


control service allowing them to prevent theirchildren from accessing pornographic, drug and


alcohol-related content, online games resources andother time wasters on the internet. All service users


can adapt the parental control to their individualneeds changing the filtering settings as they find


appropriate.


Besides, parental control users significantly increasedtheir safety online as the SafeDNS web filtering


platform allows to easily block botnets, malware andphishing resources.


The SafeDNS software solution was also the rightchoice for InterTelecom to filter the necessary


amount of traffic. Due to its high scalability, the web filtering platform can accommodate DNS requests


from any number of users without any delays.



CONTACT US

Support and technical inquiries:

support@safedns.com

For pricing inquiries:

sales@safedns.com

For account and payment support:

account@safedns.com

SafeDNS is a company founded in 2010 for developing web filtering 
solutions for different markets and customers. Since 2013 SafeDNS has 
been providing products for home and corporate users including 
businesses, educational institutions, telecom operators, MSPs and VARs.


Now SafeDNS products and cloud service are used by more than 4 000 
organizations and tens of thousands of home users worldwide.

(US)

(Outside US)

+1 800.820.2530

+1 571.421.2990

The SafeDNS filtering technology recieved a prestigious 
award from the world-famous test lab, Software Suggest. 
SafeDNS solutions are recognized as having a good value 
for money.


SafeDNS blocks a whopping 98.5% of requests to adult 
content. 


